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BATS Exchange, Inc. (the “Exchange” or “BATS”) is filing this partial 

amendment to SR-BATS-2009-014, which was originally filed on May 22, 2009, to 

amend the proposed rule text set forth in the Form 19b-4 Information.  On page 6 of 20 

the Exchange will add the following Interpretation and Policy (new text underlined) to 

proposed BATS Rule 11.13, immediately following paragraph (d): 

Interpretations and Policies: 

.01 BATS Only BOLT Orders and routable orders will be distinguishable 
from the Exchange’s Protected Bid and Protected Offer while displayed by 
the Exchange for potential execution during the variable time period 
described in Rule 11.9(c)(5) and paragraphs (a)(2)(A) and (B) of this Rule. 

The Exchange is also filing this partial amendment to add a narrative sentence to 

both the Form 19b-4 Information and the Exhibit 1 that describes the change above.  

Specifically, BATS will add the following sentence to the end of the first full paragraph 

on page 7 of 20 and to the end of the first partial paragraph on page 15 of 20:    

The Exchange will implement the proposed changes such that marketable BATS 

Only BOLT Orders and routable orders will be distinguishable from the Exchange’s 

protected bid and protected offer while displayed by the Exchange for potential execution 

during the variable time period described in this filing.   


